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Strategic Planning Workshop  
of the Policy Board and Operations Board 
June 5, 2013 

Summary Report 
 

Attending:  Pat McCarthy (Pierce County Executive), Joyce McDonald (Pierce County Council), Paul 
Pastor (Pierce County Sheriff), Joe Lonergan (Tacoma City Council), Michael Brandstetter (Lakewood City 
Council), Grant Blinn (West Pierce Fire & Rescue Commissioner) Rob Cerqui (Fife City Council) Ron Lucas 
(Steilacoom Town Council), Rob Masko (PCSO), Faith Mueller (TFD), Rod Baker (Pierce Transit Police), 
Ryan Baskett (GF&R), Brad Blackburn (FPD), Pete Cribbin (TPD), Cliff McCollum (Brown Pt./Dash Pt.), 
Steve Nixon (GHF & Medic One), Jim Sharp (WPF&R), Jerry Thorson (EPF&R), Keith Wright (CPF&R), Mike 
Zaro (LPD), Andrew Neiditz (SS911), Joe Quinn (SS911), Mike Carson (SS911), Rebecca Hendricks (SS911) 
 
The special meeting was called to order at 12:10pm. 
 
Self-introductions: What is your connection to South Sound 911? 
The group went through self-introductions which included each individual’s connection to South Sound 
911.  The themes of the introductions incorporated ideas around pride, concerns with 
process/organizational development, excitement, apprehension, and an overall sense of commitment. 
 
Review of South Sound 911 mission/vision 
The group discussed the current mission and vision statements which were adopted by the Policy Board 
via resolution in January 2013.  Andrew asked the Boards to briefly discuss the statements as he was not 
with the agency when they were developed or adopted. 
 
Strategic direction – preliminary discussion 
Andrew presented his vision of South Sound’s strategic direction, based upon the two boards’ 
mission/vision, which will ultimately form the basis of a strategic plan with schedules, timelines and 
specific tasks. 
 

1. Organizational – this facet of the strategic direction defines the agency and who it serves and 
represents.  Currently, the organization is comprised of former-LESA staff, but in the future will 
include the other PSAP employees.  Andrew has started conversations with the various unions 
to lay out a strategy to bring together the future staff.  Some of that process will be driven by 
the facility development; however, Andrew is exploring options with Fife prior to the new 
facilities being built.  Andrew reminded Boards that LESA was never just solely communications, 
but included and continues to include the information services and records functions.  
Complicated organizational steps are needed before some of the facility planning concepts can 
be finalized.   
 

2. Financial – Andrew is in the process of reviewing the budget for South Sound 911.  The other 
PSAPs currently retain their separate budgets, billing arrangements and cost allocation 
processes and formulas, all of which will become part of South Sound.  For the current South 
Sound budget the sales and use tax monies are slightly better than anticipated.  The debt service 
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is the primary use of those funds, but also supports operations and may offset cost to users.  
Andrew clearly understands the expectation of the user agencies that their costs will be 
reduced.  The 20 cent e911 excise tax is now included in the SS911 budget which is 
approximately $2.5M per year.  Discussions are underway on the original 50 cent E911 tax with 
the DEM director about the appropriate distribution of those funds. Andrew is also making 
inquiries into how the other functions of the County E911 office interface and relate to South 
Sound.   Andrew recognizes the need to reconcile revenues and debt service, and to determine 
timeframes. 
 

3. Radio project – this major undertaking includes the infrastructure and the subscriber units.  
Andrew commits to being fiscally responsible and accountable.   
 

4. Facilities planning/development – the current facilities are outmoded and cannot be used to 
achieve interoperability.  The PSAP advisory committee in conjunction with consultants are 
assessing the role of police and fire PSAPs and organizational concepts such as co-location and 
consolidation.  The facility needs to support the mission and vision statements. 

 
Andrew solicited feedback from the group on the above strategic concepts and a discussion ensued 
among members. 
 
Respective Board roles and expectations – general discussion 
All members were in agreement that both Boards need to be in harmony.  The idea of Board 
committees was presented.  There was a general consensus that a finance committee is desired, which 
would include a component of labor negotiations.   This committee would provide guidance and 
direction to the executive director.  Andrew will draft a proposal on the scope and composition of the 
committee to the Boards. 
 
The group briefly discussed procedural aspects of the committees.  Joe Quinn will draft by-laws for 
Policy Board review and input.   
 
The Boards expressed concern over communication between Boards.  Both Boards would like more 
information on what each other are doing.  Rob Masko invited a Policy Board member to attend the 
PSAP meetings to have more knowledge on facilities planning process.   
 
Key questions: Small group discussion (3 break-out groups) 
The group broke out into three groups to discuss the following questions: 

1. What are our three biggest challenges? 
2. How do we define success? 

 
Group #1 answers: 

Question #1: 
1. Labor – six different bargaining units 
2. Sustaining the collaboration and staying focused despite  changes in staff and officials  
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3. Financial – costs, allocations – different models from current  PSAPs; many different 
expectations from police and fire 

 
Question #2: 
User satisfaction (citizens and user agencies) 

 
Group #2 answers: 

Question #1: 
1. Communication – between Boards; Boards & pubic, South Sound 911 & user agencies 
2. Integration under South Sound 911 – bringing together different labor groups and cultures 
3. Technology – keeping up while being flexible 
 
Question #2: 
Meeting what voters approved; meeting vision statement 

 
Group #3 answers: 
 Question #1: 

1. Labor – not insurmountable, see as collaborative partners 
2. Courage to acknowledge what we don’t know, to be flexible and to give the executive director 

authority  
3. The ability to convey to tax payers we are fiscally responsible, and justify and build a quality 

building 
 
Question #2: 
Public support; projects on-time, effective and under budget 
 
Conclusions/Next steps 
Rebecca to distribute record of meeting to group. 
 
Tasks:  

• Draft finance committee proposal (Andrew) 
• Draft by-laws for Policy Board (Joe Quinn) 
• Formal strategic plan development, including defined list of strategic priorities relevant to 

above concepts (staff) 
• Policy Board member to join PSAP advisory committee (Policy Board) 
• Contact information to respective Boards (Rebecca) 

 
Meeting adjourned at 4:00pm. 


